Taiji Night 2014
Rennie Chong Tai Chi Training Centre
The highly anticipated annual Taiji Night was held on 8 Nov 2014 at the Changi Airport
Recreation Club. We had a great turnout – 120 members and their family members
attended the event – a show of strong and unwavering support! Many had attended the
past Taiji Nights and there was also a significant number of new members.
Attendees are from the various Master Chong’s training centres, namely Toa Payoh Sports
For Life Centre, Bukit Gombak Stadium, Bishan CC, California Fitness Centre Orchard club
and Block 255 Kim Keat Avenue.

All attendees and guests
were greeted by our sweet
and warm receptionists and
each received a face towel
and a tube of eucalyptus rub
as door gift.

Brigitte and Chee Kiat, emcees of the night,
kicked off the Taiji Night with a warm welcome
to all attendees.

To get everyone into the mood, Jim from Toa
Payoh centre specially organised an ice breaking
game. True to the intent of the game, before Jim
could finished explaining the game and declared
the start, everyone was excitedly laying out all
articles and trying to form the longest line as
required by the game. Everyone was very
spontaneous and had a hilarious time. The game
certainly helped to bring members from the
various centres many steps closer.

No Taiji Night is considered as officially started without
a speech from our Shifu, Master Rennie Chong. In his
usual warm and sincere manner, Master Chong
welcomed everyone to the Taiji Night. He also
explained the reason behind the eucalyptus rub as a
door gift, as well as the benefits of the rub and how to
use it.

The first performance of the
night was Mass 37 Form. Our
lovely Shijies, all decked out in
pretty pink taiji costumes,
accompanied by our manly
Shisiongs,, in beige taiji costumes,
as well as students from the
various centres who had
completed learning the 37 Form,
entertained all attendees with their graceful performance. The rest of the attendees were
glued on to the performance, with a number busily taking pictures and videos – not just for
keepsake but also to reference and practise subsequently. The performance must have
inspired the rest to diligently practise Taiji in order to qualify as one of the performers in
next year’s Taiji Night.

After the Mass 37 Form, we had the Guessing Game, where attendees had to correctly
identify the name of the person projected on the slides. It was certainly no mean feat as
the projected photos were taken more than 10 years ago.
We had a most interesting and informative lesson from Master Chong later with his
narration of the Chen Taiji Family Tree. It is certainly an eye-opener for majority of the
attendees!

All of us were treated to an elegant and masterly Taiji sword performance by Min Chin
after the Family Tree lesson. Francis Tay from Kim Keat Taiji class later presented the
Chen Style Old Form Er Lu (陈式太极拳老架二路), to the fascination and applause of all
attendees. A great performance from Francis indeed!

We had the honour of having Master Chong
explained to us the Martial Moralities that all Taiji
students are expected to practise. They are the
foundations of a holistic martial arts learning.

We were next treated to a light-hearted ‘Lost Art of Taiji Self Defence’ by George Shixiong
and Boon Chye.

Luke, an individual student of Master Chong, opened our eyes to the enormous power of
‘qi’, by performing for us using his stomach to hold the weight of a young boy for more
than 1 minute, and breaking a thick tile by one single punch. Both Luke and Master Chong
also presented to us an exciting short sparring. We were all fascinated with the agility and
precision exhibited by both.

During the performance intervals,
Master
Chong
also
presented
certificates to students who had
attained elementary level ranking. We
would like to congratulate the
following individuals (in no particular
order): Tan Lye Teck, Toh Khek Cheng
Francis Tay, Celestial Uap, Goh Yaw
Chong, Chen Yick Fong and
Parikshit Kanwar

15 lucky attendees walked away with Lucky Draw prizes. The top prize of camera went to
our very lucky Francis Tay!

We closed the night with a scrumptious buffet dinner. All were also entertained to a
screening of photographs and video clips, which was a collection of snapshots of the
various retreats, outings and Taiji performances.

Taiji Night 2014 would not be possible without the strong leadership of Master Chong and
Shijie Jaleen Ho (chairwoman). In addition, members of the organising committee – Wan
Har, Jim, David, Ken, Francis and Boon Chye set aside many hours of their time to make
this event a success. A big Thank You to them.
Till the next Taiji Night, adios.

